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1. Introduction

Decarbonizing the steel industry is of utmost importance to
achieve the EU target on combatting climate change. At the
moment, steel is mainly (57.6%[1] in 2020) produced through
the so-called integrated blast furnace (BF)-basic oxygen furnace
(BOF) route. The rest, 42.4%, is obtained via the electric arc
furnace (EAF) route, also called scrap route. The efforts of the last
60 years have reduced the CO2 emissions per ton of steel by about
50%.[2] However, no clear decreasing trends can be observed over
the past 20 years. These carbon-intensive processes have reached
their thermodynamics limits[3] and breakthrough technologies are
necessary in the light of EU emission targets.

While carbon reduction can be achieved by enforcing the cir-
cular economy via the EAF route, the primary steelmaking route

must be preserved. New approaches to
reduce the CO2 emissions of BFs involve
the injection of hydrogen[4] or the injection
of syngas obtained from the dry reforming
of methane in the cowper stoves.[5] In addi-
tion to improvement on the BF, the direct
reduction (DR) offers a promising alterna-
tive. This conversion process is currently
fed with syngas originating from the
reforming of natural gas. But reducing gases
obtained from various feedstocks are practi-
cally possible: syngas (from coal or biomass),
coke oven gas, methane, or even pure hydro-
gen from electrolysis. If pure hydrogen is
used, carbon dioxide mitigation could reach
95% with “green” electricity.[6] However,
even with natural gas, the DR-EAF route
reaches emissions well below 1 ton of
CO2 per ton of crude steel[2] against
1.3–1.8 tons for the conventional BF route.

This mitigation potential comes with an
increase in the operating costs, in addition to investment costs.[7]

Research, development, and innovation are needed to transition
from pilot-phase to industrial-scale deployment. Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of DR shaft furnaces[8] can
support the understanding of the process, help optimize and pre-
dict the process conditions, or can even be used for design pur-
poses. However, the modeling of this multiphase reacting system
has inherent complexities. In addition to an appropriate gas-
phase chemistry modeling, there is a need for a realistic pellet
conversion model. The model should cover any composition that
can be found in the reactor, mainly syngas but also the reduction
products, CO2 and H2O, or methane. Such DR shaft furnaces are
also characterized by an inhomogeneous temperature distribu-
tion due to heat losses, exothermic and endothermic reactions.

Many experiments on single pellets using thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) have been conducted to derive a reduction model
at a pellet level.[9–17] The output is the so-called conversion
degree, which corresponds to the mass evolution of the pellet.
This experimental output does not provide information on the
solid’s real state, such as the composition or the porosity.
Therefore, even very simplified models, such as a one-interface
shrinking core model, can give a satisfactory agreement when
reproducing a single TGA result, but the derived parameters
are valid for these specific conditions only. This lack of experi-
mental constraints present in real systemmeans that better mod-
els need to be proposed, anchored more firmly by the physics of
transport in porous media.[18] Furthermore, new models must be
generic enough to encompass all conditions encountered in CFD
simulations of shaft reactors.
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The direct reduction of iron ore pellets with syngas or hydrogen is a promising
technology to reduce the CO2 emissions of the iron and steel industry. The
conversion rate of single iron ore pellets to iron is extensively investigated. In
most of these studies, a shrinking core model is employed to reproduce the
experimental observations. However, this model presents an inherent bias by
assuming a sharp separation between a fully converted region and a fully
unreacted one. Herein the present study, an improved porous solid model is
proposed. This model solves the mass balances of the individual gas species and
the solid ones assuming spherical symmetry. The governing equations, the main
algorithm, and validation cases are presented. The present model also offers wide
flexibility to incorporate complex phenomena such as porosity changes or carbon
deposition. Furthermore, the proposed model is integrated into a computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) environment. It is verified that identical input parameters
yield almost identical results in both frameworks, opening the gate toward
reliable CFD simulations of industrial-scale reactors.
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In the present study, a modeling framework is proposed that
should faithfully transcribe the solid state during the reduction
and decouple the transport and reaction processes, thus offering
a groundwork to develop reliable chemical mechanisms. This
model solves the reduction process at the pellet level considering
a spherical symmetry, that is, in one spatial dimension. Once
developed, this model was transposed into a multidimensional
CFD environment. Here, the whole domain of the experimental
setup is included in the simulation and uses the kinetic data
developed previously. Both models will be confronted to two
experimental test cases from the literature, one using pure hydro-
gen and the second using a syngas mixture. We will see that the
CFD model can retrospectively give input data for the 1D model:
assumptions are needed for the boundary condition of the 1D
model while it is solved in the CFD model. This additional
information allows further to refine the kinetic rate data used
in the model.

This paper is organized as follows: the theory behind the 1D
model will be presented first; this includes the governing equa-
tions and their development toward solvable mathematical
expressions. Then, the focus will be put on the integration of
the model into a multiphase CFD environment. The experimen-
tal data chosen to support the models will then be introduced
before going into Results and Discussion section.

2. Modeling Approaches

2.1. Porous Solid Model

The shrinking core model is traditionally used for describing
the reduction of single hematite pellets.[19,20] It assumes an
unreacted nonporous region and a fully converted region
separated by a moving reaction front. The model gains accuracy
when extended to the intermediate iron oxides, magnetite
(Fe3O4), and wüstite (FeO),[21,22] but the inherent flaws of the
approach remains. Also, the model output is a global source term
that relies on a continuous description of the space. This brings
challenges for its adaptation in a CFD environment, which is
inherently discretized, usually with the finite volume method.

The present porous solid model does not rely on moving
fronts but on the discretization of the pellet along the radius,
assuming a spherical symmetry. As it will be further evoked, this
1D approach allows for a much smoother adaptation into the
CFD multidimensional approach. This model was developed
in Python, using Cantera[23] to handle the multiphase chemistry.

2.1.1. Governing Equations

The present model is based on governing equations of the gas
and solid species, which are valid anywhere inside the porous
solid pellet

∂εCi

∂t
¼ �∇⋅ð�Deff∇CiÞ þ s

:
i, i ∈ gas species (1)

∂ð1� εÞρjX j

∂t
¼ Mjs

:
j, j ∈ solid species (2)

Here, and in the following, the index i will be used for an arbi-
trary gas-phase species and j for any solid species.

Equation (1) is the gas species concentration equation with
diffusion and reaction. It can be derived from a continuity equa-
tion where the advection is neglected and where the first Fick’s
law is utilized. As the transport of the gaseous species occurs in a
porous medium, noticeable changes are brought at the reaction–
diffusion equation. The porosity ε is adjoined to the bulk
concentration Ci to account that the gas only occupies the
volume Vg in the total volume V ¼ Vg þ V s. The diffusion
coefficient also differs from the molecular bulk diffusion
coefficient D. An effective diffusivity Deff is used, where
Deff ¼ ðε=τÞD, and where τ is the tortuosity factor.[24]

Equation (2) is the solid species mole fraction equation with
reaction. This equation is derived from a mass balance on indi-
vidual solid species. ρj and Xj are respectively the density of the
species j in a pure solid state and the mole fraction of the species j.
The solid is assumed to be ideal, which means that the density of
the solid is a linear combination of the species densities,
ρs ¼

P
j ρjX j.

s
:
i=j appears in Equations 1 and 2, which is the net chemical

production rate of the species i or j due to surface reactions.
The molar weight Mj is added in Equation (2) for units’
correspondence.

As mentioned earlier, ρj is a constant and can therefore be
written outside of the derivative term of Equation (2).
However, the term involving the porosity (εÞ cannot be assumed
constant. It was determined experimentally by Towhidi et al.[16]

that the pellet porosity increases considerably during the reduc-
tion process. They measured an initial porosity of 15.8% and a
porosity after reduction of about 61.0%. The PDE on the solid
species can be decomposed into

Xj
∂ð1� εÞ

∂t
þ ð1� εÞ ∂Xj

∂t
¼ Mj

ρj
sj
:
, j ∈ solid species (3)

This equation can be summed up over all solid species and
after applying the sum rule for derivatives and using the propertyP

jX j ¼ 1, Equation (3) can be reduced to a partial differential
equation on the porosity

∂ε
∂t

¼ �
X
j

Mj

ρj
sj
:
, j ∈ solid species (4)

Expanding Equation (1) in a similar way as did for Equation (2)
gives the Equation (5), in which the porosity dependence can be
eliminated by Equation (4). We obtain a set of PDEs with time
derivatives of the gas concentration and solid mass fraction solely
(i.e., without the porosity term)

∂Ci

∂t
¼ 1

ε
∇⋅ðDeff∇CiÞ þ

1
ε
si
: � Ci

ε

∂ε
∂t
, i ∈ gas species (5)

and

∂Xj

∂t
¼ 1

1� ε

Mj

ρj
sj
: þ Xj

1� ε

∂ε
∂t
, j ∈ solid species (6)

The equations presented so far were valid in any coordinate. In
this work, a spherical symmetry was assumed. Equation (5) can
be written in spherical coordinates as
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∂Ci

∂t
¼ 1

ε

1
r2

∂
∂r

r2Deff ∂Ci

∂r

� �
þ 1

ε
si
: � Ci

ε

∂ε
∂t
, i ∈ gas species

(7)

with r being the radial coordinate.

2.1.2. Discretization

To solve the dependent variables (ε, Ci, Xj) of the PDEs
(Equation (4)–(7)), the method of lines[25] is employed. The
method reduces the time- and space-dependent PDEs into a sys-
tem of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by discretizing the
spatial derivatives and leaving the time variable continuously.
The radial dimension is discretized into a finite grid counting
N points with a constant spacing Δr.

The discretization method presented in Versypt et al.[26] for
the gas-phase species Equation (7) has been adopted here, as
it showed stability and accuracy in handling cases where the dif-
fusivity is a function of position. After applying this central finite
difference scheme to the spatial derivative, it follows

dCk
i

dt
¼ 1

εk

�
Deff ,k

2kΔr2
ððkþ 2ÞCkþ1

i � 2kCk
i þ ðk� 2ÞCk�1

i Þ

þDeff ,kþ1

2Δr2
ðCkþ1

i � Ck
i Þ þ

Deff ,k�1

2Δr2
ðCk�1

i � Ck
i Þ
�

þ 1
εk
s
:k
i �

Ck
i

εk
dεk

dt
, i ∈ gas species, k ∈ ½1,N � 1�

(8)

The discretization of the other PDEs, Equation (4) and (6), is
straightforward as no spatial derivative is present

dXk
j

dt
¼ 1

1� εk
Mk

j

ρkj
s
:k
j þ

Xk
j

1� εk
dεk

dt
, j ∈ solid species (9)

and

dεk

dt
¼ �

X
j

Mk
j

ρkj
s
:k
j , j ∈ solid species (10)

2.1.3. ODEs Solution and Conversion-Rate Calculation

Equation (8)–(10) can be written in the simplified form

y
: ¼ f ðt, y, cÞ (11)

where y represents the array of dependent variables, t represents
the independent variable (i.e., the time), and c represents an
array of constants. In detail, the dependent variables in the
current system of equation are y ¼ ½Ck¼ 0

i¼ 0 , : : : ,C
k¼N
i¼ 0 ,Ck¼ 0

i¼ 1 ,
: : : ,Ck¼N

i¼ 1 , : : : ,Xk¼ 0
j¼ 0 , : : : ,X

k¼N
j¼ 0 , : : : , εk¼ 0, : : : , εk¼N �. Here,

the SciPy function “solve_ivp” was chosen to solve this system
of ordinary differential equations with a given initial state.

The effective diffusivity, Deff , that appears in Equation (7)
involves the bulk diffusion coefficient, which needs to be deter-
mined. Cantera has built-in tools to estimate binary diffusion
coefficients. However, the capabilities of the CFD code for the

transport properties are more limited as it can only calculate a
mixture diffusion coefficient derived from the mixture viscosity.
Thus, to achieve comparable results, the CFD transport models
were transposed in the 1D model. The dynamic viscosity is first
calculated using the following correlation

μ ¼ C1TC2

1þ C3=T þ C4=T2 (12)

The mixture viscosity is calculated with a mass fraction aver-
aging. Then, the bulk diffusion is obtained by dividing with the
Schmidt number and the gas density

D ¼ μ

ρgSc
(13)

Equation (8) and (9) contain the local reaction source terms,
s
:k
i=j. The open-source suite of tools Cantera

[23] has been integrated

in the model to solve for the chemical kinetic and transport cal-
culations. Concerning the chemistry, each reaction was written
as a first-order reaction regarding the gaseous species concentra-
tions and the solid species mole fraction. For example, for the
reaction

3 Fe2O3 þH2 ! 2 Fe3O4 þH2O (14)

the chemical source term S is written

S ¼ kCH2
XFe2O3

(15)

In the end, the system of ODE that we solve, Equation (11), has
unknown parameters of three kinds: i) one unknown parameter,
τ, related to the intra-pellet transport. ii) Each reaction brings an
unknown parameter, the rate constant k. The Arrhenius equation
is usually employed to express the rate constant, but this would
bring a pair of parameters, the pre-exponential factor A and the
activation energy Ea, which cannot be independently solved
under the present isothermal conditions. iii) Assumptions have
to be made regarding the boundary conditions of the gas phase
species. One possibility is to consider the incoming flux from the
far field. This brings an additional unknown to the system, the
external mass transfer coefficient. The method retained in this
work is to first neglect the external mass transport limitations
by assuming CN

i ðtÞ ¼ C∞
i for all i. Later, the results of the

CFD simulations will provide accurate boundary conditions
for this 1D model.

Once the system of equations has been solved, the conversion
degree as a function of time can be retrieved from the solid spe-
cies mole fractions. At a macroscopic level, the global conversion
degree F is obtained via

FðtÞ ¼ m0 �mðtÞ
m0 �m∞

(16)

where m0, mðtÞ and m∞ are the initial mass of the pellet, the
mass of the pellet at a time t, and its theoretical mass after com-
plete reduction, respectively. To calculate this global conversion
in the model, local conversions are determined through
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φðtÞ ¼ ω0 � ωðx, tÞ
ω0 � ω∞

(17)

with

ωðx, tÞ ¼ ð1� εðx, tÞÞ
X
j

ρjX jðx, tÞ (18)

The local conversion degrees can finally be integrated to yield
the global conversion

FðtÞ ¼
RRR
V φðx, tÞdV

V
(19)

2.2. CFD Model

For most applications, CFD relies on numerically solving the
Navier–Stokes equations, that is, the continuity and momentum
equations

∂ρ
∂t

þ ∇ ⋅ ðρvÞ ¼ 0 (20)

∂ρv
∂t

þ ∇ ⋅ ðρvvÞ ¼ ∇ ⋅ τ¼ � ∇pþ ρg (21)

In the last equations, p is the pressure, τ
¼
is the deviatoric stress

tensor, and g the gravity vector. For a multicomponent phase,
this set of equation can be completed by transport equations
for the species mass fractions

∂ρYi

∂t
þ ∇ ⋅ ðρY vÞ ¼ �∇ ⋅ ji þ ω

:
i (22)

whereYi, ji, and ω
:
i are the local mass fraction, the diffusion flux,

and the chemical source term, respectively, resulting from homo-
geneous reactions; all terms being evaluated for the species i. As
the considered test cases are all isothermal, no energy equations
are needed.

The CFD open source toolbox OpenFOAM[27] was used to
develop an appropriate solver for the reduction of iron oxide pel-
lets. To account for the gas–surface interactions (two-phase flow),
the following modifications were made

∂αgρg
∂t

þ ∇ ⋅ ðρgvgÞ ¼ Sg (23)

∂αgρgvg
∂t

þ ∇ ⋅ ðρgvgvgÞ ¼ ∇ ⋅ τ¼ � ∇pþ ρggþMsg (24)

∂αgρgYg,i

∂t
þ ∇ ⋅ ðρgYg,iviÞ ¼ �∇ ⋅ jeffg,i þMiω

:
i þMis

:
i (25)

These equations for the gas phase (continuity, momentum,
and species transport) are accompanied by Equation (4) and (6)
for the solid phase (porosity and species). In Equation (23)–(25),
αg is the gas volume fraction. It is mathematically equivalent to
the porosity ðαg ¼ Vg=ðVg þ V sÞÞ, but used here for clarity, as it
is also defined in the gas region (αg ¼ 1).

This set of equations is valid over the whole domain, in the
pellet region, and in other zones of the reactor. The viscous stress
tensor is handled by the native solver for Newtonian fluids with

τ
¼ ¼ μ½∇vg þ ð∇vgÞT� � 2=3μð∇� vgÞI

¼
. Homogeneous chemistry

among the gas species is taken into account through the term ω
:
i.

No homogeneous reactions were considered in the present work.
In the pellet region, terms related to the gas/solid chemistry

and to the gas transport in the solid are considered. s
:
i, the chem-

ical source term is solved by the native software option. The same
reactions and the same reaction rates will be used in 1D model
and in the CFD. There is a net mass transfer between both
phases, given by Sg ¼

P
iMis

:
i ¼ �P

jMjs
:
j. In Equation (24),

Msg is the momentum sink term for the flow through the porous
medium. It was modeled here by Darcy’s law, Msg ¼ �μgDvg,
where D is a constant coefficient. The effective diffusion flux
jeffg,i can be extended to jeffg,i ¼ �ρgDeff∇Yg,i. The same approach

for Deff was used in the CFD model as in the 1D model (see
Equation (12) and (13)).

In the gas phase where there is no pellet, αg ¼ 1 and we
retrieve Equation (20)–(22). In this region, all interaction terms
vanish (Sg,Msg, s

:
i) and the diffusion flux is calculated with the

bulk diffusion coefficient.
The global conversion is calculated in a similar manner to the

1D model. A local conversion can be calculated for each cell.
Then, these terms are summed up and weighted by the individ-
ual cell volume over the total volume.

2.3. Supportive Experimental Data

The results and discussions will rely upon two data sets from the
literature. The first case is a pellet reduced in pure hydrogen at
1123 K. The data set is taken from Kazemi et al.[17] In the second
data set, the pellet reduction is achieved in a syngas atmosphere
(H2/CO¼ 60/40%) also at 1123 K and the data are taken from
Kazemi et al.[13] For simplicity, these two data sets will be denoted
Case 1 and Case 2 in the remainder of this paper. Further infor-
mation regarding these data sets are summed up in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Validation and Results of the 1D Model

3.1.1. Validation of the Diffusion Discretization Scheme

A first verification of the implementation of the discretization of
diffusion terms can be done following Versypt’s method.[26] In

Table 1. Experimental data sets studied.

Test case name Case 1 Case 2

Author Kazemi et al. 2017[17] Kazemi et al. 2014[13]

Gas composition [vol%] H2:100 H2:60/CO:40

Gas flow rate [Nl min�1] 2 1

Temperature [K] 1123 1123

Pressure [atm] 1 1

Pellet composition [wt%] Fe2O3: 0.96/Gangue: 0.04 Fe2O3: 0.96/Gangue: 0.04

Pellet porosity [%] 26 27

Pellet diameter [mm] 11 11
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this part, no chemistry is considered, and the attention is only
drawn toward the spatial evolution of a binary gas system with
given initial conditions and fixed boundary conditions. The veri-
fication is limited to a constant diffusivity case, where a simple
analytical solution exists. At the initial time step, the concentra-
tion is 1 everywhere inside the solid, except at the surface, where
the concentration is 0.

The concentration evolution for this validation case is shown
in Figure 1. It can be seen that the discretization scheme pro-
posed by Versypt perfectly matches the analytical solution.
Versypt also has shown that his scheme is applicable to space-
and time-dependent diffusivity.

3.1.2. Grid Convergence

The solver automatically set appropriate time steps; the number
of spatial points can, in contrast, be freely set. This number of
points should be high enough to reach the grid convergence.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 2 with a varying number
of spatial points (5, 15, and 50). The calculations were run for the
two cases previously presented in Table 1; details on the chem-
istry will be given in the next section. It can be seen that in both
cases, the convergence is quickly achieved. The deviations
observed between 5 and 15 points is small, and is negligible
between 15 and 50 points. Therefore, in the remainder of the
paper, all 1D calculations were run using 30 points.

3.1.3. Details of Simulation Runs

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, there are unknowns related to an
intra-pellet property, τ, to the boundary conditions and to the
chemistry. The tortuosity has been set throughout this paper
and for both cases to 5.0, and the external transport limitations
are initially neglected. The chemical parameters can be quickly
optimized as the time for each run is only about 1 s. For Case 1,
as only hydrogen is present, three reactions are sufficient for a
complete description of the chemical process. The rate constant
of each these reactions was fitted with this Case 1. The chemical
mechanism is extended for Case 2 to the reduction with CO,
which leads to three analogous reactions of the reduction
of the oxides. Two additional reactions are included: the
decomposition of CO into carbon and the formation of
cementite from carbon and iron. The rate constants of these five
additional reactions were fitted with Case 2. The value of the rate
constants after this first round of optimization can be found in
Table 2.

As it can be seen in Figure 3, the model is able to accurately
reproduce the documented experimental data sets of Case 1 and
Case 2. The temperature is similar in both cases, only the gas
composition changes, from pure H2 to H2/CO¼ 60/40 vol%.
It can be seen that the model can effectively retrieve the experi-
mental observations, that is, the so-called conversion degree over
time. This definition can be misleading, as it expresses the
mass change of the sample rather than the conversion of the
oxides into the metal. For example, the conversion degree in
the syngas case does not reach 100%, not because of unconverted
oxides, but because of the presence of carbon (in cementite or
graphite form) that contributes to the pellet mass, and thus
prevents it from increasing up to the theoretical mass after
reduction.

In addition, the model can output the pellet and the gas
states at any simulation time. As a matter of example, some
points have been extracted from the simulation displayed in
Figure 3 and further results at these states are displayed in
the following figures.

Figure 4 corresponds to a pellet conversion of 50% with pure
hydrogen (Case 1), which means at about 230 s of reduction time.
Four graphs (a–d) have been plotted, which show the local con-
version degree, the gas species concentrations, the solid mole
fractions, and the porosity over the pellet radius. Figure 4a shows

Figure 1. Dimensionless concentration as a function of dimensionless
position. The analytical solution is shown by solid curves while the numer-
ical solution is shown with markers. The calculation was run on 30 points,
but fewer points are shown for clarity.

Figure 2. Examples of calculation convergence with respect to the number of spatial points with a) Case 1 and b) Case 2. In both cases, three different
numbers of points have been tested: 5, 15, and 50.
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clearly an unreacted core while the surface reduction reaches
about 80%. It is notable that Fe is mainly present only where
Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 are already converted. From the Figure 4b,c,
it is possible to identify neither a fully diffusion-controlled
regime nor a fully reaction-controlled one. On the contrary, both
processes participate in the resistance to the conversion. The
porosity at the surface, visible in Figure 4d, is about 55%.
This porosity corresponds to a reduction of 80%; after full reduc-
tion, its value reaches 61%, in agreement with the experimental
observations of Towhidi.[16]

The results for the syngas case at 50% of reduction, Figure 5,
show globally similar trends. For the same experimental temper-
ature, the presence of 40% of CO increases the half reduction
time to 434 s, which means about a factor two. Another differ-
ence lies in the presence of carbon, which has two forms,
cementite and free carbon. The amount of carbon in the present
case, Figure 5c, is small, but is subject to increase during the
reduction process. Unlike the oxide reduction, the carbon depo-
sition will decrease the porosity and may ultimately hinder the
reduction process considerably. Another noticeable difference
between the hydrogen and syngas case is the shape of the con-
version over the radius. For the same global conversion, 50%, the
syngas case tends to have a higher conversion near the
surface (88% in the present case) and a lower one at the center.
This may be due to the presence of CO that decreases the gas
diffusion and thus shifts the reduction toward a diffusion-
controlled regime.

Figure 6 shows the state of the pellet composition at the
last time step of Case 1 (Figure 6a) and of Case 2 (Figure 6b).
The pellet reduced with pure hydrogen shows almost constant
final values, the conversion being slightly below 100%

Table 2. The first set of chemical parameters obtained by assuming
constant boundary conditions.

Reaction Rate constant k

3 Fe2O3 þH2 ! 2 Fe3O4 þH2O 48.7 s�1

Fe3O4 þH2 ! 3 FeOþH2O 64.9 s�1

FeOþH2 ! FeþH2O 24.5 s�1

3 Fe2O3 þ CO ! 2 Fe3O4 þ CO2 18.9 s�1

Fe3O4 þ CO ! 3 FeOþ CO2 23.7 s�1

FeOþ CO ! Feþ CO2 9.5 s�1

2 CO ! Cþ CO2 0.24 m3mol�1 s�1

3 Feþ C ! Fe3C 401 mol m�3 s�1

Figure 3. Conversion degree over time of the reduction of iron ore for
Case 1 (in red) and Case 2 (in blue). The markers are the experimental
data from Kazemi et al.[13,17] and the lines are the results of the 1D model
assuming constant boundary conditions.

Figure 4. a) Local conversion degree, b) gas species concentration, c) solid mole fraction, and d) porosity. All four graphs are plotted versus the pellet
radius. Data from 50% of reduction for Case 1 (see Figure 3).
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near the pellet center. Some traces of FeO are visible near the
core, the rest being Fe and gangue. In the syngas case,
Figure 6b, an important part of the iron is in the carbide form.
Free carbon is low in this case: the temperature is high and the
gas is rich in hydrogen. The carbon does not accumulate
excessively.

3.2. Results of the CFD Simulations

The previous section solved two reduction cases of single iron ore
pellets using the 1D model. This led to the development of a set
of chemical parameters. Now the same test cases will be simu-
lated in the CFD environment. We will see that the CFD results
can be used to derive boundary conditions and that ultimately
both models can be coupled.

3.2.1. Numerical Setup

The numerical setup follows the experimental configuration
described in Kazemi et al.[13] Pure hydrogen or syngas is injected
from a tube having an inner diameter of 3 mm that conducts to
the main reactor of 55mm diameter. As the setup is fully axis-
symmetric, a 2D geometry was chosen. In total, the domain com-
prises 20 300 cells, of which 1464 belong to the pellet region. The
cells in the pellet region and in the vicinity were refined in the
two directions of interest.

3.2.2. Fields of the Reducing Agent

The direct use of these parameters in the CFD model will lead to
deviations in the results, as in this modeling framework, the gas

Figure 5. a) Local conversion degree, b) gas species concentration, c) solid mole fraction, and d) porosity. All four graphs are plotted versus the pellet
radius. Data from 50% of reduction for Case 2 (see Figure 3).

Figure 6. Solid mole fraction versus the pellet radius at the last time step of the simulation for a) Case 1 and b) Case 2.
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region is also solved. This can be visualized in Figure 7. Figure 7a
shows the hydrogen field after 20 s for the hydrogen case. The
pellet region is filled with steam (H2 concentration close to zero).
Strong gradients of hydrogen can be observed in the vicinity of
the pellet. There is also a strong asymmetry between the pellet
upstream and downstream side. This is correlated with the gas
phase velocity contour, Figure 7b, which shows how the bottom
(upstream) side is subject to a much higher gas flow than the
downstream part. At a later stage of the simulation, this external
transport limitation becomes smaller. This can be seen in
Figure 7c which depicts the same test case at 600 s. The hydrogen
mass fraction is close to unity. This can be easily understood
from the conversion degree over time. The rate of reduction
(i.e., the slope of the curve) is highest at the beginning and con-
tinuously decreases. Therefore, with a constant mass flow rate of
hydrogen injection, the external transport limitations are partic-
ularly important in the initial stage.

3.2.3. Coupling of the 1D and the CFD Models

The blue line in Figure 8a is the conversion degree over time for
the first CFD simulation run. This curve lies clearly below the
experimental values. This was expected because of the external
transport limitations. In the next step, the information on the

boundary gained from the CFD simulations are incorporated
into the 1D model to account for these limitations revealed in
the CFDmodel. The hydrogen concentration at the pellet surface
is not uniform because of the asymmetry discussed previously.
Therefore, the average value over the surface was used to derive
the hydrogen concentration profiles given in Figure 8b. The blue
line corresponds to this first simulation run. Then, an iterative
process takes place: new sets of chemical parameters for the
three reactions with hydrogen are determined with the 1D
model, then reused in the CFD simulations resulting in new
boundary conditions. Convergence is reached after a few itera-
tions, here 3, as depicted in Figure 8.

Once final values have been obtained for the reaction rates
involving hydrogen, a similar iteration process is performed with
Case 2, to obtain the other reaction rates. The final parameter set
is given in Table 3.

The results with the final values are displayed in Figure 9. The
CFD results are extremely close to the ones of the base model.
Both models deliver the same results. Deviations are minimal
and can be attributed to numerical residuals.

Further insight into the pellet region is given in Figure 10.
All plots were taken from Case 2 at 50% of reduction. It is thus
comparable to the results of the 1D previously presented in
Figure 5. Figure 10a represents the CFD field of the pellet con-
version degree. The asymmetry of the reduction inside the pellet
appears clearly, with the bottom region showing amore advanced
reduction stage. The profiles along the three lines represented in
the CFD field are given in the same figure. We see that the

Figure 7. Contour fields of the hydrogen case. a,c): hydrogen mass frac-
tion at 20 and 600 s and b) gas velocity and streamlines.

Figure 8. Case 1: a) Conversion degree over time for successive computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation runs and b) hydrogen mole fraction at
the pellet surface over time derived from the CFD fields.

Table 3. Final set of chemical parameters obtained with resolved
boundary conditions.

Reaction Rate constant k

3 Fe2O3 þH2 ! 2 Fe3O4 þH2O 61.7 s�1

Fe3O4 þH2 ! 3 FeOþH2O 94.1 s�1

FeOþH2 ! FeþH2O 46.4 s�1

3 Fe2O3 þ CO ! 2 Fe3O4 þ CO2 20.8 s�1

Fe3O4 þ CO ! 3 FeOþ CO2 23.7 s�1

FeOþ CO ! Feþ CO2 19.9 s�1

2 CO ! Cþ CO2 0.32 m3mol�1 s�1

3 Feþ C ! Fe3C 401 mol m�3 s�1
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horizontal and the top lines have very similar profiles; only the
bottom line shows an important deviation. This region is flushed
directly by fresh reducing gas, which explains the faster reduc-
tion. The red dashed line corresponds to the results of the
1D model. The shape also agrees very well with the CFD
results and the value is between the bottom zone and the other
regions.

The mole fractions of iron and all oxides are given in
Figure 10b–d at the same simulation time. Here also, the relative
asymmetry can be observed. The slowest process is the conver-
sion of wüstite to iron; hematite and magnetite are at this stage
only contained in the pellet core. The sum of the oxide mole frac-
tions does not reach one because of the gangue content. The car-
bon content is low at this stage of reduction. The bottom region

shows higher carbon amounts, which can be explained by a more
advanced stage within the reduction process.

The correct transport modeling is of great importance to
achieve accurate and reliable heterogeneous chemistry models.
If the transport limitations are not properly considered, the
intrinsic chemistry cannot be obtained, and only apparent values
are derived. As an example, the initial rates calculated for the
reduction with hydrogen are a factor of two smaller than the final
value. In the present cases, 2 and 1 Lmin�1 were introduced in
the reactor for the hydrogen and the syngas cases, respectively.
These values are high enough to limit the external transport lim-
itations for one pellet. Still, the asymmetry is more critical in the
syngas case and it can be expected that a value below 1 Lmin�1

would significantly amplify this phenomenon.

4. Conclusion

A porous solid model for the direct reduction of iron ore pellets
has been presented. This model relies on a limited number of
assumptions, the major ones being the consideration of the solid
phase as ideal and the spherical symmetry assumption of the
reduction process. The model solves for the individual species
of the gas phase and the solid phase over the radius and the time.
It was also demonstrated that the porosity equation can be solved
for simultaneously with the species equations. This establishes
the basis for a reliable description of the transport phenomena,
and ultimately detailed kinetics can be developed. As an example,
two test cases were considered, one involving pure hydrogen and
the second a syngas.

Figure 9. Conversion degree over time of the reduction of iron ore for
Case 1 (in red) and Case 2 (in blue). The solid lines are the results of
the 1D, and the dashed lines are the results of the CFD model.

Figure 10. a) Contour plot of the local conversion degree at 430 s for Case 2 and associated profiles along the blue, green, and orange lines; the profile of
the 1D model is also shown with the dashed red line. b–d) Contour plots of the solid species mole fractions. In order, b) left: Fe2O3, right: Fe3O4, c) left:
FeO, right: Fe, and d) left: Fe3C, right: C. Note that the scale in the last plot differs from the others for visibility.
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The 1D model has later been integrated into a CFD environ-
ment. The whole reactor domain is considered and transport
equations, valid inside the pellet and in the rest of the reactor,
are solved. These two models have been interconnected. The for-
mer and faster model can determine physical parameters, like
reaction rates. The second one solves, among others, the gas spe-
cies concentration at the pellet surface and thus can deliver addi-
tional information for the 1D model. In this way, more accurate
chemistry models can be obtained, as the transport limitations
are considered. It was shown that the transition from the base
model to the CFD model can be implemented consistently.
All necessary governing equations and their sub-models were
correctly integrated.

The present work allows further investigations, such as reduc-
ing iron ore pellets with syngas or methane, which involves
homogeneous reactions, and also the transition to multi-pellet
simulations with a high reliability.
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